FEATURED BLOG POST

Tips for Starting the AXP

As you work to complete the experience program, follow these tips to make the most of your experience and streamline your path to earning a license.

Learn More

EXPERIENCE AREA HIGHLIGHT

Project Management

Project management focuses on delivering projects that meet your contractual requirements. In this area, gain experience budgeting, coordinating, overseeing, and executing projects.

NCARB LIVE:

Top Tips to Guide Your AXP Journey

With Martin Smith and Melissa Gobrecht

FEATURED RESOURCE

Webinar Recording: Top Tips to Guide Your AXP Journey

Hear from NCARB experts Martin Smith and Melissa Gobrecht as they discuss best practices for different stages of the experience program and ways to gain additional experience hours outside of a traditional work setting.

AXP TIP

Connect with a Local Licensing Advisor

Understanding your jurisdiction’s licensure requirements is easier when someone is there to guide you. Find your licensing advisor today using the Licensing Advisors Lookup Tool!

ON THE BLOG

What You Need to Know to Start the AXP Successfully

Get an overview of the six AXP practice areas, experience settings, and answers to frequently asked questions about the program.

Parva Markiw: Embracing Obstacles and Igniting the Path for Greater Representation in Architecture

Architect Parva Markiw shares her experience working toward licensure as an English as a Second Language (ESL) speaker and gives advice for aspiring architects.

Architect Caroline Hather on Navigating Practice in the U.S., Favorite Projects, and More

Architect Caroline Hather shares her experience earning a U.S. architecture license through NCARB’s reciprocity agreement with the U.K., plus shares advice for others looking to take advantage of the international agreement.